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Abstract : In this paper, we propose to transform environmental questions about future evolution of
ecosystems into queries that could be submitted to a simulation model. In this work, the model is a marine
ecosystem in a fisheries context. When dealing with environmental problems, scenarios are widely used tools
for evaluating future evolution of ecosystems given policy options, potential climatic changes or impacts of
catastrophic events. If the scenarios are generally expressed in natural language, when working with a model
describing the ecosystem, it is necessary to transform them into formalised queries that can be given as input
to the model. In this paper, the ecosystem behavior is described by a qualitative model, defined as a discrete-
event system and represented by timed automata. The scenario templates are expressed using temporal logic
completed with interest variables. The ecosystem is represented as a set of interacting subsystems and the
global model obtained by composition on shared events. This technique is particularly suited to representing
large-scale systems such as ecosystems. This work has been applied to a simplified marine ecosystem under
fishing pressure. The model describes the tropho-dynamic interactions between fish trophic groups as well as
interactions with the activities of a fishery. Scenario templates has been defined and tested in order to check
several assumptions of the model.
Keywords : qualitative modelling, Discrete Event Systems (DES), ecosystem modelling, fisheries, scenario
querying
1 Introduction
The value of building ecosystems models is well-recognized with respect to improving the understanding of the
complex linkages between human actions, the environmental context and ecosystem responses. Moreover,
these models can be used in a decision-aid context, to answer predictive queries about what will happen
and proactive queries about what to do for improving the simulation. Ecological modellers have typically
used mathematical equations as noted by (Rykiel 1989). These numerical models are well-suited when the
process is well-known and when precise data exist. Unfortunately, it is not often the case when modelling
ecosystems. In these systems, the interaction between the entities are difficult to express at a fine scale,
sufficient observations are difficult to obtain and the linkages are not always sufficiently well-known to be
expressed as mathematical equations. Qualitative modelling avoids some ot these issues and appears to be,
at least in the case of complex and large systems, a good approach for modelling ecosystems. Moreover, they
are easy for experts to assess and to use them as tools for decision making. Simulations of qualitative models
may be useful for ecosystems recovery in many ways: for understanding such systems, for making predictions
on the values of critical variables and also for prioritizing research and management options and identifying
governing mechanisms.
It is especially true when temporal evolution is complex as in the case of population regulation. The way
each population (in our case, fish species) evolves through time is relatively easy to express qualitatively.
Howewer, predicting what will happen when a fishing politicy is applied, becomes quite tricky as things can
change in a range of ways, especially when you want to take into account exogeneous environmental issues
(e.g. climatic events).
This qualitative modelling simulation approach has been used effectively in various domains as plant
physiology (Rickel and Porter 1997), terrestrial ecology (Salles et al. 2006), water ecology (Tulllos and
Neumann 2006; Guerrin and Dumas 2001), and streamwater pollution (Beaujouan et al. 2001; Cordier et al.
2005). However, to become an efficient tool in a decision-aid context, the difficulty for a user is to design
adequate simulation inputs and to analyse the simulation results.
We rely in this paper on a discrete-event system formalism which is well- suited to modelling the dynamics
of an ecosystem. In this formalism, the states represent either equilibrium states or transition states and the
events represent change from one state to another and are temporally constraint. These events can be, for
instance, human actions or environmental events. Clocks can be associated with states and events, allowing
then to represent temporal evolution from one state to another.
Our contribution is to propose the use of a high-level language based on temporal logic(Bouyer 2009) that
appear well-suited for a user to express, in a form that is similar to a database query, the scenarios they are
interested in exploring. Moreover, it is then possible to take advantage of model-checking techniques to get
answers to the predictive and proactive scenarios expressed in this logic. Our view is that a user may receive
help from the model by ”exploring” it, i.e starting by an initial query, getting a result, and then entering into
an interactive process until he has a better understanding of the system and of the impact of the decisions
they have in mind.
Figure 1: Trophic network example Figure 2: Qualitative model of an ecosystem
We illustrate our approach in the domain of fisheries ecosystem modeling. A simplified ecosystem and
its evolution under fishing pressure is described in Figure 1. In this toy example, we define an ecosystem
represented as a trophic structure and composed of four species (Species0 to Species3), two fishing pressures
(PP0 and PP1) and two environmental disturbances (disaster and warm). The species are considered as
trophic compartments that exchange biomass flow via predation. The biomass flow between the prey Species1
and the predator Species0 is labelled by the symbol a whereas the biomass inflow of Species1 is denoted by
b. This inflow is mostly coming from Species2 (indicated by the symbol ++) and to a lesser extent Species3
(symbol +). In addition to the trophic structure, two anthropogenic pressures have been included and
are applied on Species0 (for PP0) and Species1 (for PP1). In this trophic network, fishing pressures are
considered as supra-predators. The disturbances are external events that affect Species2 for the disaster and
Species3 for the warming sea.
In section 2, the qualitative model is described and an illustrative example given in Figure 1. In section
3, the different types of scenarios are explored. In section 4, model-checking techniques are introduced and
a demonstration of how scenarios can be expressed using a temporal logic-based language is given. Finally,
in section 5, related work is discussed and some perspectives provided.
2 The qualitative model
The model we propose is composed of three parts (ES,ENV,AP ) as described in Figure 2. The first part
models the dynamics of the ecosystem (ES) itself, that may be composed of elementary interacting models
(illustrated, in the figure, as colored rectangles). It describes in a qualitative way the evolution of each entity
and the causal influences that exist between them. In our trophic network example, the model is composed
of four fish species. The second part models the environmental issues (ENV). It describes the exogeneous
constraints, that usually are uncontrollable, but impact, sometimes heavily, the ecosystem. Examples of such
environmental drivers are climate evolution or climatic events (e.g. rain, storms, and hurricanes). Some of
these can be temporally constrained. For instance, the warming of oceans increases at a (partially) known
speed. In our simplified example, we consider only climate change and catastrophic events (hurricanes),
that have a strong impact on fish population. The third part models the anthropogenic pressure (AP).
It describes the actions that can be decided by humans as resource users or politicians. These events are
potentially controllable and impact, in a more or less critical way, the health of the ecosystem. In our case,
these actions are fisheries management policies. These three parts of the model interact in a potentially
complex way, via shared events (also called synchronized events) and by the clock that is supposed to be
shared by the three elements and expresses the temporal constraints.
We first introduce timed automata formalism that is used to represent the qualitative model. Then
we present the three parts of our illustrative model. Note that the model has been simplified to serve as
a pedagogical tool. A more complicated version is currently beeing developped to look at a coral- reef
ecosystem.
2.1 Timed automata formalism
There are many formalisms to represent discrete-event systems, the most common ones being automata
theory, statecharts, Petri nets, algebraic approaches, Markov chains and timed automata. In this work, we
propose to model the three parts of the qualitative model by timed automata, that were first introduced
by Alur and Dill (Alur and Dill 1994). Each component of the system (species, fishing pressures, and
environmental constraints) is described as a timed automaton A. Timed automata extend the automata
formalism by adding clocks. Clocks are real-valued variables increasing uniformly with time. They define
timing constraints associated with locations (the vertices of the graph) or transitions. In a timed automaton,
transitions are instantaneous and allow the resetting of clocks. A timing constraint related to a location is
called its invariant. It is possible to stay in a location as long as its invariant is true. A timing constraint
related to a transition means that the transition is enabled only when the value of the clocks satisfies the
constraint. A clock constraint is the conjunction of atomic constraints which compare the clock value with a
non-negative rational.
Timed automata A timed automaton A is a tuple < S,X ,L, E , I > where: S is a finite set of locations
and so ∈ S is the initial location ; X is a finite set of clocks ; L is a finite set of labels ; E is a finite set of
edges, each edge e is a tuple (s, l, ϕ, δ, s′) such that e connects the location s ∈ S to the location s′ ∈ S on
label l ∈ E , the enabling condition required for all clocks is captured in ϕ and δ ⊆ X gives the set of clocks
to be reset when the edge is triggered ; I : S → Φ(X ) maps each location s with a clock constraint called an
invariant.
Since it is unrealistic to describe real systems by a single subsystems, the timed automata theory allows
the definition of it as a product of its components descriptions. The behavior of the global system is then
obtained by the parallel composition of several automata that are synchronized through the label of the edges.
When defining an automaton, it is then necessary to distinguish internal events and synchronized events.
When a synchronized event is triggered, all subsystems evolve simultaneously. Internal events correspond to
asynchronous evolution of the component.
2.2 The anthropogenic pressure (AP) : fishing model
As defined in our trophic network, two fishing pressures are applied on the system. Both follow the same
behavior. The automaton, represented in the left of the Figure 3, defines this behavior for the fishing pressure
PP0 applied on Species0. A similar one is defined for PP1. Four qualitative strengths of fishing pressure
are possible: PP0high, PP0medium, PP0low, PP0null. The evolution between them is gradual except for
the cancellation of the fishing pressure (PP0null) that can be applied from any state of the automaton. All
the events are synchronized events, since they impact directly on the automaton describing Species0. For
example, the event PP0high indicates that the fishing pressure evolves from the medium qualitative state
(PP0medium) to the high one (PP0high). PP0high, PP0medium1, PP0low1 are increasing fishing pressure
events while PP0medium2, PP0low, PP0null are decreasing fishing pressure events. The automaton described
here is a general one in order to describe, in an exhaustive way, the ecosystem automata with regards to the
fisheries. For each type of interest problem, more specific fishing pressure can be expressed by adding timing
constraints.
Figure 3: Fishing pressure and environmental context automata
2.3 The environmental context (ENV) : climate evolution and environmental
catastrophic events model
The environmental context is described by two automata (see the right of the Figure 3), the first one is
related to the disaster, the second one to the ocean warming. Initial states correspond to a situation without
any problems. Disaster and warm events are synchronized events. Disaster impacts directly on Species2
and, by regulation, on Species1 and Species3, and warm event impacts on Species3. The ocean warming
automaton contains a clock V that is set in the initial state and specifies that the warming occurs after 100
time units.
2.4 The ecosystem dynamics (ES) : fish population dynamics model
The ecosystem dynamics is represented by four automata, each of which is associated with a species in the
trophic network. The principles of the approach are explained for Species0 and Species1 automata. For
each species, the automaton describes the evolution of the biomass, defined by qualitative values (Low BM,
Medium BM, High BM, Endanger BM) corresponding to an interval of biomass values expressed in g/m2.
Each state is associated with a property related to the biomass quantity. For example, in Figure 4,
SP0 Medium BM expresses that the biomass property for Species0 is medium. This biomass property
is the only property for equilibrium states (yellow boxes) while for transition states (white boxes), informa-
tion about the evolution speed is added (”slow” -one arrow- or ”fast” -two arrows-). Each automaton is
associated with a clock : X for Species0 and Y for Species1.
Let us now describe the interaction between the fishing pressure PP0 and the species Species0 and
suppose that the initial biomass for the species is Medium BM . When the fishing pressure increases from
PP0medium to PP0high, the event PP0high is triggered. Since this event is synchronized with Species0, the
Species0 model goes from state0 to state1 and the clock X is reset. Species0 may stay in this state until X
reaches 15 time units, but as soon as X is equal to 12, it may also move to state2, where the biomass value
is low. When the automaton of Species0 reaches a state with a new biomass value, a a− kind event (alow,
amedium1, ahigh, etc.), denoting a change in the biomass flow between Species0 and Species1, is triggered.
So, when Species0 reaches state2, an alow event is triggered and, due to the synchronization with Species1,
prey of Species0, it will have an impact on the evolution of Species1.
In the Species0 automaton, only fishing pressure events impact on the evolution of the biomass states.
The Species1 automaton is more complicated since it interacts with PP1 (fishing pressure on Species1),
Species0 (its predator), Species2 and Species3 (its prey). When the biomass of Species0 decreases through
the event alow, if Species1 is in its initial state, the system moves to state6 indicating that the biomass of
Species1 begins to increase. When the automaton of Species1 reaches a state with a new biomass value, a
b− kind event (bhigh, bmedium2, bdanger, etc.), denoting a change in the biomass flow between Species1,
Species2 and Species3, is triggered. So, due to synchronization constraints, this will have an impact on the
evolution of Species2 and Species3, both prey of Species1.
From an environmental point of view, whereas the disaster event causes an immediate change for Species2
into the state Endanger, it causes Species1 to move into a fast decreasing transition state, due to bottom-up
regulation.
Figure 4: Species0 and Species1 automata
3 Different types of scenarios
We consider in this section different types of scenarios a user may be willing to explore. We use the term
”‘scenario”’ for denoting a high-level description of a problem. Generally, it means specifying three main
issues : i) restricting the general framework by adding a set of constraints that describe a specific situation of
interest; ii) giving the temporal window of interest; and iii) expressing the kind of expected answers. In the
following, we list a set of scenario frames, that we think are representative of the kind of problems users will
want to express. These systems can be classified into two main kinds of queries. The first one are the so-called
predictive scenarios, corresponding to ”Given an initial situation and policies, what happens ?” queries, where
the difficulties rely in evaluating the complex temporal interactions of each ecosystem submodel, when the
ecosystem is subject to environmental and anthropogenic changes. The second are the so-called proactive
scenarios, corresponding to ”What to change is needed to reach a specific situation?” queries, that can also
be written as ”Which policies to apply to get achieve an objective?”. The concept is to get an idea of the
impact of anthropogenic pressure on ecosystem-environment pair. We illustrate each of these cases in our
fish population domain. First two are clearly predictive scenarios, the next two are more robustness checking
scenarios, and the last one is a proactive scenario.
• The first scenario corresponds to the following issue: ”Given a policy, what will happen on the ecosystem
in the near future, depending on the possible occurrence of environmental events?”. More precisely, it
is: given E and an ecosystem initial situation described by a set of initial states ei in E, given ENV
and a set of initial states envi in ENV and given AP and a set of initial states api in AP , which final
states of E will be reached at the end of a given temporal window? See Scenario 1 corresponding to
”What will be the biomass level of the 4 fish species, in 35 time units (let us say months), in the case
where the fishing pressure changes from medium to weak for Species0 the next 15 months?”
• The second predictive one is ”Given a policy, is it possible to reach a given state for a given entity?
Does it depend on the occurrence of some environmental events? which ones? at which dates?”. On
our illustrative example, the query can be: ”Is the fish species Species3 going to be in a dangerous
state (i.e. with a low biomass level) if the current policy is not changed, even if i do not consider the
risk of a catastrophic climatic event (e.g. hurricane) in the near future?
• The third case considers the impact of environmental events on the ecosystem. As the environmental
events are difficult to preview, these scenarios evaluate the robustness of an ecosystem with respect to
the climatic events. ”‘Given the current policies and the current situation, what will be, at time t, the
impact on the entities of the ecosystem if a specific climatic event occurs at a date t′ < t”’. Or ”Is it
sure that this risky state will never be reached even if such climatic event occurs? ”.
• An interesting case is when you want to detect whether there exists cases in which you will never be
able to jump out from a risky (from an ecological point of view) state, because it is too late to react,
or because there is no way to improve the current state.
• A proactive scenario consists in specifying the environmental model ENV and the ecosystem model
ES, and looking for policies well-suited to fulfill a specific goal (for instance a satisfying situation). For
example, where you are looking for a policy (fishing pressure on Species1 for instance) that will avoid
dangerous states, in case of a possible disaster in the next few months.
It can be noted that, even in the simplified example we use for illustration, these kinds of scenarios cannot
be answered by only looking at the model. The temporal interactions are sufficiently complex to justify a
simulation tool in order to get the answers.
In the following section, we show how the first scenario is translated into logic queries. Let us stress that,
in our opinion, the user is supposed to iteratively refine his query according to the first results he gets, and
explore the situation using all the capacities of the language and of the tool.
4 Scenarios as model-checking queries
4.1 Few words on model-checking
Model-checking is one of the most successful techniques for automatic verification of complex systems (Hen-
zinger et al. 1994; Yovine 1998). It consists of a system specification language, a property specification
language and efficient algorithms called model-checkers. The model is generally a set of synchronized au-
tomata as presented above for our qualitative model. Examples of well-known model-checking tools are
KRONOS(Yovine 1997) and UPPAAAL(Larsen et al. 1997). An important issue is the efficiency of the
model-checking algorithms which never explicitly represent all the states of the automaton but rely on sym-
bolic methods such as Binary Decision Diagrams (BDD) or Difference Bound Matrices (DBM).
Our implementation has been realized using the tool KRONOS (Yovine 1997) in which the properties are
expressed using TCTL (Timed Computation Tree Logic). TCTL formulae are defined using the following
grammar:
f ::= p | x ∈ I | ¬f | f1 ∨ f2 | ∃♦I f | ∀♦I f
where p ∈ F is a property (fluent), X ∈ X is a clock and I is a time interval. Intuitively, ∃♦If means that
there is an execution leading to a state where f holds at time t ∈ I and ∀♦If means that every execution
goes through a state where f holds at time t ∈ I. Usually a model-checker answers either by yes or exhibits
a counter-example. The model-checker Kronos has been extended to return, when a reachability property is
satisfied, the sequences of transitions that lead from the initial state(s) to the final state(s).
4.2 Predictive scenario
In the case of a predictive scenario, we are interested in the future of the ecosystem, given a specific fishing
policy, whatever the environment. To define the scenarios, we firstly have to refine the different parts of the
qualitative model (ES, ENV, AP). In the ecosystem, ES, the initial states correspond to the medium biomass
for each species. The environmental model is given in its generic form and the occurrence of the disaster is
not temporally constrained. The anthropogenic pressure is however clearly known. As can be seen in Figure
5, the fishing pressure on Species0 is medium during 15 time units before becoming low. The fishing pressure
on Species1 is initially medium; it moves to high immediatly after and comes back to medium again after 40
time units.
Figure 5: Scenario1 description
4.3 Results
Let us use this scenario in a predictive way to query the model about its evolution after 35 time units and
present three variations of queries.
Scenario1 : The first query is to predict the qualitative biomasses of each species, after 35 time units, in case
no disaster happens. Technically, this query corresponds to a reachability property (i.e does there exist a path
from the initial states to specific final states. It is expressed in TCTL as : init⇒ ∃♦(final state∧W = 35).
The previous formula is submitted to the model-checker Kronos that answers if the reachability property is
satisfied or not. The results are the following:
Species0 BM High BM High BM High BM Medium BM Medium BM Medium
Species1 BM Endanger BM Low BM Medium BM Medium BM Low BM Endanger
Species3 BM Medium BM Medium BM Medium BM Medium BM Medium BM Medium
Species4 BM Medium BM Medium BM Medium BM Medium BM Medium BM Medium
Result at W=35 possible not possible not possible not possible possible not possible
Result at W=40 possible not possible
Actually only two states are possible at W = 35. Looking to the paths that reach them, it can be easily
checked that they correspond to nearly the same trajectories. Due to the time uncertainty on some transition
(here the guard 18 ≤ X ≤ 20 associated with the event ahigh of the automaton of Species0), the sequence of
events is then : PP1high⇒ PP0low⇒ blow to reach the final state with the property SP0 BM Medium and
SP1 BM Low and PP1high⇒ PP0low⇒ blow⇒ ahigh to reach the final state verifying SP0 BM High and
SP1 BM Endanger. It is mainly due to the time uncertainty on some transition (here the guard 18 ≤ X ≤ 20
associated to the event ahigh of the automaton of Species0). However, if the user looks at what happens
later, for instance at W = 40, it can be checked that only the first state is still possible. It means that
the followed fishing policies followed (increasing of PP1 and, then, at W=15 decreasing of PP0), causes the
biomass of Species1 to decrease from medium to low (blow event) and afterwards the biomass of Species0
to increase. This later change impacts directly on Species1 which already has low resources ; consequently
it enters a dangerous situation.
5 Related work and perspectives
Qualitative reasoning techniques started being advocated for dealing with ecological problems in the 90’
when using it like (Guerrin 1991) who used the QSIM simulation tool to look at hydroecology or (Guerrin
and Dumas 2001) concerned by the impact of spawning areas on salmon mortality. More recently, more
complex models were built, in order to study the interactions of biochemical, physical, chemical processes
in marine ecosystems (Salles et al. 2006). Another trend is to study more globally the interactions between
environmental, anthropogenic and ecological subsystems as (Tulllos and Neumann 2006) analysing the effects
of anthropogenic activities in the watershed on benthic macroinvertebrate communities, and also (Cordier
et al. 2005) who propose coupling a biophysical pollutant transfer model and a farm decision-making model to
study the impact of agricultural actions (e.g. feeding) on the stream water quality. The main representation
used were first purely qualitative representation using directed sign graphs or qualitative algebra (Guerrin
1991). When the dynamic aspects of these systems need to be represented (these aspects corresponding to
differential equations in the numerical models), time dating and temporal information had to be introduced
(Guerrin and Dumas 2001; Salles et al. 2006). Another way to model the dynamics of an ecosystems is to
use finite state machines as automata or more generally discrete-event systems.
Qualitative models and simulations may be useful for understanding the systems and predicting values
of variables. However, to fully fulfil their role in a decision-aid context, it is important to propose to the
user a powerful, but yet easy way, to express the issues on which they would like to get answers (or at least
some help) from the simulation model. For instance, (Attonaty et al. 1999) advocates that models should
be considered as a means to an end, which is to have an interactive debate about a problematic situation in
order to decide how to improve it. We fully agree with this ambitious goal and propose to use model-checking
techniques on the simulation model as a way to get answers to the user queries. This proposal is close to the
work by (Monteiro et al. 2008) for querying qualitative models of genetic regulatory networks. The idea is
to propose to users high-level query templates that correspond to frequently-asked questions. These queries
are then automatically translated into temporal logic (CTL) expressions.
In this paper, we present an ecosystem modelling to answer predictive scenarios, described with high-level
language based on temporal logic. We believe that qualitative models are an efficient tool for marine fisheries
management since stakeholder objectives can be associated with scenario templates that can be checked
efficiently using model-checking techniques. The refinement of these scenario templates is still in progress.
Ongoing work includes the application of this approach on a coral reef ecosystem under fisheries pressure in
New-Caledonia. In this larger ecosystem (with roughly ten species and more complicated interactions), the
ability to query the model is not only useful in the prediction phase but also during the validation stage.
Another interesting perspective is to combine these qualitative models with finer-grained models, and for
instance, numerical models. After having a better general understanding of the ecosystem, the user could
then focus on a subpart of the model, at a finer resolution. Moreover, up to now, the qualitative ecosystem
models have generally been built from expert knowledge and a related bibliography. A challenging future
project would be to automatically build these qualitative models by abstracting existing numerical models.
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